Introduction

Leiomyomas are tumors of the soft tissues. As the most commonly occurring benign neoplasm of the reproductive system in women of childbearing age, these tumors usually develop within the uterus (1). The incidence of myomas within the perineum is absolutely rare and only a few reports have been made on the matter. We herein report a case of perineal myoma in a virgin woman, which was successfully excised.

Case Report

A 35 year old virgin woman was admitted to the gynaecology department of Shahid Motahari hospital (Urmia, Iran) in 3 years ago. Her complaint referred to a mass in her perineum which had first exhibited signs 5 years prior to the time she referred to us and had increased in size in a steady manner ever since. The mass had caused no gynaecologic, rectal or urinary symptoms. Clinical examination revealed a painless, mobile mass (6cm*6cm) with [unknown consistency] in the right perineum with extension to the distal of the labium majus of the same side.

Conclusion:

Treatment of symptomatic leiomyomas relies on surgical excision of the mass. However, the surgical method of choice is a matter of debate in previous studies.
perineum at the site of maximal bulging caused by the mass. The mass exhibited no signs of loco-regional invasion. The mass (6 cm*6 cm) was excised without the incidence of haemorrhagic difficulties. The site of surgery was repaired with maintaining proper haemostasis (Figure 1). Following the surgery, the patient retained normal urinary and anorectal sphincter function. Written informed consent was obtained from the patient.

![Figure 1. Elongated spindle cells with Fibrillary acidophilic cytoplasm arranged in intersecting fascicles.](image)

### Discussion

Leiomyomas arise from mesenchymal origins and commonly exhibit benign and non-invasive behavior (3). A 7 year study revealed that about 3.8% of all benign tumors are leiomyomas and the areas most affected are the skin and smooth muscles throughout the body (4). These masses constitute the most commonly occurring pelvic tumor in the female population, almost always developing in those of childbearing age. Studies such as the Nurses’ Health Study II and that performed by Braid et al. in the United States, cover only a section of this age spectrum. Other studies, such as that carried out by Downes et al. in Europe, were only performed on patients whose masses had exhibited symptoms, thus excluding the population with asymptomatic leiomyomas from the prevalence estimation. It is speculated that the expression of oestrogen and progesterone receptors plays a key role in the development of leiomyomas (5). Other factors such as trauma, inflammation and dietary habits may also influence the development of leiomyomas. Perineal leiomyomas are extremely rare and few case reports have been made regarding their existence. Therefore, when encountering such masses in the perineum it is important to take more malignant and invasive diagnoses, such as leiomyosarcomas and invasive angiosarcomas, into consideration. As von Waagner et al. considered the possibility of a low grade sarcoma (6). Therefore, imaging modalities such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging and colour Doppler ultrasound may be used to assess attributes of masses, such as size, consistency, vascularity and invasion, aiding the physician in their diagnosis. However, definite diagnosis is achievable solely through histologic assessment of the presenting mass. Treatment of symptomatic leiomyomas relies on surgical excision of the mass. Although the surgical method of choice is a matter of debate in previous studies. Ben Haj Hassine et al. suggested laparoscopic interventions prior to performing perineal incisions (7). Other studies, such as those performed by von Waagner et al., Shuch et al., Brito et al. and Sui et al. suggest a more direct approach by perineal incision (2, 6, 8).

### Conclusion

Treatment of symptomatic leiomyomas relies on surgical excision of the mass. However, the surgical method of choice is a matter of debate in previous studies.
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